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Chapter 9
The demands of disenchantment
From Nietzsche, Weber, and Troeltsch to Bultmann

Karsten Fischer

Friedrich Nietzsche has the honour of being the first to have understood the dialectic of enlightenment. This was acknowledged unequivocally by no less an authority than Theodor W. Adorno who, along with Max Horkheimer, coined the now almost proverbial term. In recognizing Nietzsche’s role, Adorno also defended him against the charge that he had been guilty of an anti-Enlightenment betrayal of reason. Nietzsche, that most consistent figure of enlightenment, did not deceive himself that sheer consistency destroys the motivation and meaning of enlightenment. But the path that leads from the ‘dark writers of the bourgeoisie’ to early Critical Theory included a three-way connection between Nietzsche, Freud, and Max Weber. A reconstruction of this link will enable us to see essential elements of Nietzsche’s culture critical interests (I) and shed new and brighter light on Max Weber’s concern (II). Also, in this way links to other significant thinkers, and the importance of Nietzsche’s and Weber’s thought for dealing with today’s problems, will become clear (III).

I. Nietzsche’s dialectic of rationalization
As early as The Birth of Tragedy, Nietzsche expressed the insight into the dialectic of the enlightenment – acknowledged by Adorno as correct – that the pure rationalistic interpretation of the world that began with Socrates and continued into nineteenth century historicism was a history of decay:

Let us think of a culture that has no fixed and sacred primordial site but is doomed to exhaust all possibilities and to nourish itself wretchedly on all other cultures – there we have the present age, the result of that Socrates which is best on the destruction of myth. And now the mythen man stands eternally hungry, surrounded by all past ages, and digs and grubs for roots [...]. The tremendous historical need of our unsatisfied modern culture, the assembling around one of countless other cultures, the consuming desire for knowledge – what does all this point to, if not to the loss of myth, the loss of the mythical home, the mythical maternal womb? Let us ask ourselves whether the feverish and uncanny excitement of this culture is anything but the greedy seizing and
interpreting the world, which no longer has any sanction after it has tried to escape into some beyond, leads to nihilism. 'Everything lacks meaning.'

The only chance to arrest the expansion of nihilism lies in the human being developing further into the ascetic (Eros/Philo). But until this takes place Nietzsche sees that the readiness to act rationally and to peacefully organize life in society is threatened by the consequences of de-mythologizing and that society is, therefore, condemned to be attacked by barbaric regression:

The waters of religion are ebbing away and leaving behind swamps and stagnant pools; the nations are again drawing away from one another in the most hostile fashion and long to tear one another to pieces. The sciences, pursued without any restraint and in a spirit of the blindest laissez-faire, are shattering and dissolving all firmly held belief [. . .]. The world has never been more worldly, never poorer in love and goodness. [. . .] Everything, contemporary art and science included, serves the coming barbarism [. . .]. The tremendous coming and going of men on the great wilderness of the earth, their founding of cities and states, their wars, their restless assembling and scattering again, their confused mingling, mutual imitation, mutual outwriting and downwriting, their wailing in distress, their howls of joy in victory — all this is a continuation of animality; as though man was to be deliberately retrogressed [. . .], indeed as though nature, after having desired and worked at man for so long now drew back from him in fear and preferred to return to the unconsciousness of instinct.

In Nietzsche's view, the inherent dynamic of nihilism leads to a powerful force of destruction: as active nihilism. And he attributes this development directly to the process of rationalization:

If [...] the doctrines [...] of the lack of any cardinal distinction between man and animal — doctrines which I consider true but deadly — are thrust upon the people for another generation with the rage for instruction that has by now become normal, no one should be surprised if the people perished of petty egotism, osification and greed, falls apart and ceases to be a people; in its place systems of individualist egoism, brotherhoods for the rapacious exploitation of the non-brothers, and similar creations of utilitarian vulgarity may perhaps appear in the arenas of the future.

Within the space of one generation, Nietzsche feared the outbreak of a bellum summum contra sumum,47 as he formulated it with reference to Hobbes — a fear realized with the outbreak of World War I. And, again, in the epoch of totalitarianism, Nietzsche's oxymoron of the 'ethnic of genocide', supposedly born of 'practical pessimism' that results from the process of rationalization,48 became a horrible reality. Nietzsche saw no limit to the irrational lust for destruction, because the human being would rather 'will autognos' than not will' as all.
Nevertheless, Nietzsche audaciously clung to the idea of the rational power of self-reflection as the sole chance for preserving human culture from its inherent dangers. For, precisely because we can foresee the ‘fall of the general world culture’, ‘we may be in a position to protect the future from such an end’. Therefore, Weber was not only able to follow in Nietzsche’s footsteps in dealing with these problems, but was also able to follow the philosopher’s path of unswerving hope in the potential for salvation in the process of rationalization.

II. The theory of rationalization in Max Weber’s sociology of religion

In addition to Nietzsche, one can suggest a potential influence from the early work of Freud on Weber’s rationalization thesis. For, in a manner that can hardly be said to be accidental, Weber’s understanding of religious guilt as an integral part of ‘all conduct in a civilized world’ indicates possible parallels with Freud’s position in Totem and Taboo (Totem und Tabu), where the taboo on murder is said to derive from the ritualized removal of the brother’s child for the murder of the primal father. However, at the level of sociological reflection, Weber maintains a distinct, divergent approach that indicates a significant difference from Freud’s methodology of psychoanalytic diagnosis in Das Unbehagen in der Kultur (Civilization and Its Discontents):

Wherever the external order of the social community has turned into the culture community of the more it obviously could be maintained only by brute force, which was concerned with justice only nominally and occasionally and in any case only so far as reasons of state have permitted. This force has inevitably bred new deeds of violence against external and internal enemies; in addition, it has bred dishonorable pretenses for such deeds. Hence it has signified an overt, or what must appear worse, a pharmacologically veiled, absence of love. The rationalized economic cosmos, and thus the rationally highest form of the provision of material goods which is indispensable for all worldly culture, has been a structure to which the absence of love is attached from the very root. All forms of activity in the structured world have [sic] appeared to be entangled in the same guilt. [...] Viewed in this way, all ‘culture’ appears as man’s emancipation from the organically prescribed cycle of natural life. For this very reason culture’s every step forward seems condemned to lead to an ever more devastating senselessness. The advancement of cultural values appears the more meaningful the more it is made a holy task, a ‘call’.10

To express, in a condensed formulation, Weber’s dialectical reflection: the rationalization of norms, that were originally established by taboo, into an ethical system, during the historical course of the social and economic development that accompanied the process of cultural differentiation, has produced a number of problems. Thus, Weber recognizes that a subliminal unease has accompanied the process of rationalization from the beginning, for it is characteristic of ‘cultural brings’ to be ‘endowed with the capacity and the will to take a deliberate attitude towards the world and to lend it significance’. With the disenchantment thesis Weber explores the problem of meaning that is constitutive for the cultural process and that, over time, has become a progressively more acute problem, indeed, now to the extent that the modern world has been transformed into a diabolical Callisto (now egey in ‘Talcott Parsons’ translation), or being hard as steel (in Peter Geschi’s translation). The rejection of ‘magical means to salvation’ is the hallmark of the process in which the concept of the world becomes disenchantment. It began ‘with the del Hebrew prophets [...] in conjunction with Hellenistic scientific thought’ and continued until it was perfected in Calvinism. Thus, disenchantment means the knowledge or the belief that [...] there are in principle no mysteries, irresistible powers at work, but rather that one could in principle master everything through calculation.11

The rationalization of the conception of the world has decisive consequences: The tension between religion and intellectual knowledge definitely comes to the fore wherever rational, empirical knowledge has consistently worked through to the disenchantment of the world and its transformation into a causal mechanism. For then science encounters the claims of the ethical postulate that the world is a God-ordained, and hence somehow meaningfully and ethically oriented, cosmos. In principle, the empirical as well as the mathematically oriented view of the world develops relations of every intellectual approach which in any way seeks for a ‘meaning’ of inner-worldly occurrences. Every increase of rationalism in empirical science increasingly pushes religion from the rational into the irrational realm; but only today does religion become the irrational or anti-rational supra-human power.12

This means: the more rational the concept of the world became, the more transcendent became the religious content, which in the beginning was entirely world-immanent.13 In this connection, Weber comments that ‘there is absolutely no “unbroken” religion working as a vital force which is not compelled at some point to demand the “endo non good, sed quia absurdo”, – the “sacrifice of the intellect”.’14 Weber raised the question of meaning, because he recognized that for princil reasons it was no more a pressing issue during the Enlightenment than it had been in the religious era, as long as the assumed answers to the problem enjoyed unquestioned validity and acceptance. Only with the coming of the rationalization of religion, in the process of disenchantment, does the question of meaning become acute and, at the same time, develop into a problem of civilization, because the modern world has no answer to it, which entirely has the capacity to achieve the degree and form of acceptance of religious responses: Abrahaim or any other peasant of ancient times died “old and satisfied with life”, because he stood in the organic cycle of life, because his life by its very
nature had given him at the end of his days what it had to offer, because he had no more puzzles which he wished to solve and therefore he could have enough of life. But a civilized man, who is put in the midst of the continuing enrichment of civilization with thoughts, knowledge and problems, can become 'tired of life', but not 'satisfied with life'. He matches only the finest part of what the life of the spirit constantly produces, and then only something provisional, rather than final; thus death is for him a meaningless occurrence. And because death is meaningless, so too is civilized life as such, for it is that which condenses death to meaninglessness through its meaningless 'progressiveness'.

Here, the relationship to Nietzsche is unmistakably present, not merely in the reference to nihilism, but in the systematic argument itself. For, it was Nietzsche who had proclaimed that with the defeat of the myth in the struggle with the rational concept of the world and the process of religious disenchantment 'all goals [are ...] destroyed'. The relationship to Nietzsche becomes crystal clear in Weber's unambiguous paraphrase of the philosopher when he writes that 'the state of having been torn away from the ethical and religious ties of conscience' constitutes the 'inner situation designated by the term "beyond good and evil"'.

Thus, inspired by Nietzsche, Weber's critical concern is to determine the socio-cultural consequences of the loss of value and meaning that followed upon the death of God and in this way to discover -- so to speak -- the price of rationalization. For how and, most importantly, why should one act morally if one does not assume a god that sanctions one's acts? And, indeed, it was the knowledge of the death of God, and the disenchantment of the religious concept of the world, that rendered morality problematic. For this reason, the question of the meaning of life remains the crux of Weber's culture-critical concerns.

Unexpectedly, the central question of Weber's sociology of culture leads to a theory of civilization and a critique of culture, and both are indebted to similar reflections in Nietzsche that, however, the philosopher did not develop beyond a rudimentary theory of modernity. Thus, according to Weber, the 'process of disenchantment which has gone on for thousands of years' is one of the prerequisites that made the inner-worldly mastery of nature possible: 'The radical elimination of magic from the world allowed no other psychological course than the practice of worldly asceticism', so that, for example, psychologically the 'character of Baptist morality' finds its purpose in the thought of 'silently waiting for the working of the spirit to overcome everything impulsive and irrational, the passions and subjective interests of the natural man'. Ultimately, this 'spirit of Christian asceticism' is the foundation for the rational conduct of life, 'on the basis of the idea of the calling', as one of 'the fundamental elements of the spirit of modern capitalism', and, indeed, 'of all modern culture'. It is in this context that Weber understands the 'gradual turning away from the native naturalism of sex.'

The reason and significance of this evolution [...] involve the universal rationalization and intellectualization of culture. With this culture-critical problematic of disenchantment, in regard to the modern human being's positing of value and finding of meaning, Weber stands directly in the tradition of Nietzsche. In this way, Weber radicalizes and sharpens the focus of Freidrich's insight in Die Urspruene in die Kultur (Civilization and its Discontents) into a document with existence in the modern world itself. Weber was concerned with the self-destructive potential of the process of civilization that discredited itself from the perspective of those who were engaged in its creation, since its own principle of success, the ongoing process of intellectualization, led to existential alienation: 'The dialectic of the feeling of meaninglessness and the consequent search for meaning is a direct result of the withdrawal of myth and magic from public life.'

In Weber's understanding of the Occidental process of rationalization, Nietzsche's insight into the dialectic of enlightenment, based on his discovery of the death of God, and the problems of value and meaning that attend it, have hardened into a fundamental sociological fact. Max Weber's expression of Nietzsche's insight that society is the extended shadow of the dead God, is also valid for Weber's understanding of the problem. From the perspective of the sociology of religion, Weber's analysis of the self-destructive potential of the process of rationalization, his knowledge that increasing intellectualization is as irreversible as it is without alternative, and that, precisely because of its positive results, its effects are self-destructive, lead direct support to Nietzsche's insight into the dialectic of the enlightenment: 'The many gods of old, without their magic and therefore in the form of impious forces, rise up from their graves, strive for power over our lives and begin once more their eternal struggle among themselves.'

In Weber's view, these impious powers are responsible for turning the world into an ino eito, a situation contributed to by the inner-worldly asceticism that was a consequence of the dialectic of the process of disenchantment:

Since asceticism understood to remodel the world and to work out its ideals in the world, material goods have gained an increasing and finally an inexorable power over the lives of men as at no previous period in history. Today the spirit of religious asceticism -- whether finally, who knows? -- has escaped from the cage. But victorious capitalism, since it rests on mechanical foundations, needs its support no longer. The stony silence of its laughing heir, the Enlightenment, seems also to be irrevocably fading, and the idea of duty in one's calling grows about in our lives like the ghost of dead religious beliefs. Where the fulfillment of one's call cannot directly be related to the highest spiritual and cultural values, or when, on the other hand, it need not be felt simply as economic compulsion, the individual generally abandons the
attempt to justify it at all. In the field of its highest development, in the United States, the pursuit of wealth, stripped of its religious and ethical meaning, tends to become associated with purely mundane passions, which often actually give it the character of sport. No one knows who will live in this cage in the future, or whether at the end of this tremendous development entirely new prophets will arise, or there will be a great rebirth of old ideas and ideals, or if neither, mechanized petrifaction, embalmed with a sort of convulsive self-importance. For of the last stage of this cultural development, it might well be truly said: 'Specialists without spirit, sensualists without heart; this rot-

lity imagines that it has attained a level of civilization never before achieved.' 52

Weber presents the history of Occidental rationalism, and the development of capitalism that is specific to the West, as a process of decline. For, in the course of this process — and against the promise of the Enlightenment to bring forth self-
determined acts rooted solely in autonomous rationality — the individual, in so far as he is involved in the system of market relationships [has been compelled] to conform to capitalist's rules of action. 53

The negative utopia of 'specialists without spirit and sensualists without heart' paraphrases Nietzsche's 'Zweiköpfigkeit' in his exorcism of the inner cripples for their one-sidedness. 54 Weber's particular displeasure is reserved for the arrogance of this degenerate type of modern human being who degrades himself into imagining that his characteristics are signs of 'a level of civilization never before achieved' and, because he mistakes what is causing his own decline for a virtue, and, thereby, renders himself immune to criticism. This immunity to criticism is then generalized to become a particular worldview that accords itself legitimacy, and, within it, Weber sawed the conditions for a possible reversal of the Enlightenment into myth; the process that Horkheimer and Adorno later referred to as the dissolu-
bte of enlightenment. Weber very clearly saw the political possibility of the return of powerful and selective 'new prophets' and a regressive 'rebirth of old ideas and ideals', as well as the chance that a universal narcissism might emerge. 55

At the same time, Weber's concern was directed to the equally shortsighted and regressive consequences that had been drawn from the insights of the critique of civilization. He resolutely rejected any evasions of the consequences of the irreversible process of rationalization: 'the skeleton cold hands of rational orders' and the 'stupor of the everyday world'. 56 He also opposed the attempt to take 'flight into the irrational' as a response to 'self-defeating scientific rationalization'. 57 Instead, he demanded that we confront and endure the fact that 'the fate of our age [...] is that the ultimate, most sublime values have withdrawn from public life'. 58

In a warning that clearly recalls the most important demand that Nietzsche made of the man (Übersmann), that he set values autonomously and create meaning, Weber concluded that

'[the fate of an epoch which has eaten of the tree of knowledge is that it must know that we cannot learn the meaning of the world from the results of

its analysis, be it ever so perfect; it must rather be in a position to create this meaning itself.' 59

Indeed, in those who hoped for 'delivery from the rationalism and intellec-
tualism of science' by surrendering to a generalized hunting for 'experience', 60 Weber could not find anything but weakness.

Thus, in Weber, 'disenchantment' is not observed as a fact or historical process but insisted upon as an ethical necessity. 61 In this manner, Weber's sociological analysis becomes a 'philosophical pronouncement' that is engaged in two struggles: against those who have no sense of what is mining. This means that Weber takes the universal religions of salvation both more seriously and less seriously than the casual religiosity of the layperson and occasional churchgoers. 62

However, it is not merely in his derivation of a moral obligation from a critique of civilization and in his diagnosis of the present that we again find a relationship between Weber and Nietzsche, but also in the particular characters of the strategy to overcome the crisis and 'to find the loss of a primary source of ethical direction itself relevant for the derivation of a secondary or supplementary ethical code'. 63 This perspective, which opens the question of the ethical orientation of Weber's project, is one that, beyond its internal reconstruction, leads to its reconsideration in the work of Ernst Troeltsch.

III. The protestant ethic and the spirit of liberalism: From Weber to Troeltsch

In a manner analogous to Weber's interest in the economic ethic of the world religious and also inspired by Nietzsche's critique of culture, the Protestant theologian, Ernst Troeltsch, Weber's colleague at Heidelberg, pursued a politico-
ethical interest in the role of religious ethics, especially Protestant ethics, in the development of liberalism. 64 In this regard, Troeltsch's Nietzscheanism was even more radical than Weber's; for Troeltsch followed Nietzsche in questioning the central historic-critical features of modernity that are seemingly unchangeable and therefore experienced as aporetic. Thus, Nietzsche lamented the "tremendous historical need of our unsatisfied modern culture [...] that cannot be satisfied no matter how much it devours, and at whose contact the most vigorous and wholesome nourishment is changed into 'history and criticism'. 65 And Troeltsch explored the corresponding problem that 'history' requires 'a confrontation and debate with the idea of an enduring and authoritative system of values [...] which seems in danger of being torn to shreds and washed down the drain'. 66 This did not prevent him from raising 'the great question' of just what could be the 'role and meaning of the ethical system in the huge task of mastering and limiting the historical movement which in itself is limitless'. 67 Where Weber chose
not to subject the universal historical research perspective to a fundamental, Nietzschean critique, Troeltsch adopted a similar position in relation to ethics, which were not subjected to a Nietzschean genealogical direction, but were sought to be reconciled with their historical nature. The extent of Troeltsch's expectations for his project becomes evident in the critique of Weber, who, as a sociologist, had dispensed with the 'construction of a universal historical context of meaning'.

For 'the causes of the drying up of universal history' are 'the shattering of the value idea, of the idea of a religious or ethical overall purpose, and the complete dissolution of the European idea of humanity.' For Troeltsch, this cultural crisis found expression in 'an easy going liberalism and tolerance without direction'.

The central feature of the crisis 'is that it acknowledges only unconnected individual solutions but recognizes no community spirit, authority, tradition, or guiding spiritual forces that transcend personal reality.' This is 'the modern world's curse and agony': for without a public spirit 'that transcends individualism' it is impossible to have a 'strong and healthy ethical forming of the stream of life.'

The orientation of Troeltsch's project, beyond the sociology of Weber, was also distinguished from the simple recourse to, or elapse into, a faith in simple or dogmatic solutions. The distinctiveness of this aspect of Troeltsch's project reflected the influence of the Hegelian idea of the principle of the modern world which demands 'that whatever is to be recognized by everyone must be seen by everyone as entitled to such recognition'.

In Troeltsch's version:

In contrast with this the essential character of modern civilization becomes apparent. It is everywhere engaged in opposing Church civilization and in substituting for it ideals of civilization independently arrived at, the authority of which depends on their inherent and immediate capacity to produce conviction.

Here, Troeltsch acknowledges the foundation of the West's 'great principle of political freedom', which represents 'one of the greatest and most profound accomplishments of the modern world': on the one hand, it 'guarantees the individual an inviolable sphere of personal rights in relationship to the state', and, on the other hand, it 'derives the authority of the state from the united individuals, and thus the people appear as their own rulers'. Troeltsch attributed this achievement to Protestantism with the same argumentative vigour that Weber had adopted in his research devoted to economic ethics. While Lutheranism has a tendency to favour political passivity or violently inclined absolutism, Calvinism is 'much more active and aggressive but also much more systematic and politic'. According to Troeltsch, with its emphasis on the elements of 'social reform and [the] love of liberty' in Christian ethics, Calvinism led to 'a Christian intensification of the ideas of democracy and liberalism' and, thus, developed 'the virtues of independence, love of liberty, love of humanity, and of Christian social reform'.

In this regard, it was not Troeltsch's intention to simply demonstrate the role of Calvinist Protestantism in producing the modern world, as Weber had previously undertaken. Far more important to him than this sociological orientation to the history of ideas was the systematic and normative intention to demonstrate the compatibility of Christian ethics and political liberalism in Calvinism:

The political ethic of Christianity is therefore the impact of its ideal upon the state. The state itself arose out of the natural flux and struggle of life and produced its own idea of political ethics. Now, however, it is being influenced by the Christian idea and its utmost structure is being conditioned by it. The Christian idea modifies our conception of the origin of state power as well as our conception of the purpose of the state. It recognizes the state as a necessary and natural form of life which, by virtue of the political idea, constitutes the framework and the presupposition for all higher life. But as the religion of personal vocation and submission to the divine orders, Christianity introduces something new and vital into political ethics, namely, an unconditional appreciation of the person and a respectful modesty.

Troeltsch, therefore, experienced with heightened intensity 'the modern world's curse and agony' of the continual erosion of the binding forces of religion in the course of the process of disenchantment. In this regard, we see that, in according prominence to the problem of historicism, he shared Nietzsche's diagnosis that 'religions are wont to die out', if they apprehensively seek 'to defend the credibility of the myths', while their place is already 'taken by the claim of religion to historical foundations'.

The considered reflection and response to this dilemma was undertaken by another Protestant theologian whose relationship to Nietzsche has hitherto attracted little attention, but who attempted to further develop and extend Weber's initial impetus and theoretical approach to combine sociological and philosophical analysis in the concept of disenchantment: Rudolf Bultmann.

IV. The myth is the medium or: The liberal consequences of Bultmann's existential interpretation

With his remark that Nietzsche 'understood better what Christian faith is than many a theologian and priest of his time', the Protestant theologian Rudolf Bultmann not only underlined the general theological importance and the continued relevance of Nietzsche's thought, more importantly, his concurrence with the philosopher extended to the critique of concrete dogmas and to the demands imposed by disenchantment. The degree to which these questions were inextricably intertwined emerges from the Nietzschean critique of the theology of sacrifice. In The destiny of Nietzsche criticized the idea that God could have given 'his soul for the remission of sins, as a sacrifice' as 'grotesque paganism': 'The trespass sacrifice — in its most revolting, most barbarous form at that, the sacrifice of the guiltless for the sins of the guilty!' For Nietzsche, with exaltology...
and the doctrine of the resurrection (the whole concept of “blessedness”, the whole and only actuality of the evanged, is conjured away — in favour of a stage after death). 28 The consequence of this is that any form of “communal sense” becomes eschatologically superfluous, for it is Christian libitum when one places life’s center of gravity not in life but in the “beyond” — in nothingness — [...]. 29

Despite the priority of direct citations and references to Nietzsche in Bultmann, it seems clear that he adopted this formulation of the problem and developed it further. 30 For Bultmann emphasized not only the decisive ethical dimension of Christianity which he distinguished, even in Early Christianity, from its mythical dimension. 31 He even agrees with Nietzsche, and seems to paraphrase him when he criticizes the theology of sacrifice:

How can the guilt of one man be expiated by the death of another who is innocent [...]? What primitive notions of guilt and righteousness does this imply? And what primitive idea of God? The rationale of sacrifice in general may of course throw some light on the theory of the atonement, but even so, what a primitive mythology it is, that a divine Being should become incarnate, and atone for the sins of men through his own blood? 32

With the term mythology, a central, basic concept of Bultmann appears, and one that profoundly oriented his position towards the traces of Nietzsche’s thought. For Bultmann accepts the scientific logic of modern and functionally differentiated society and seeks to prevent the Christian religion from losing its capacity to affect human existence in modernity, because it has lost the ability to transmit credible myths of transcendent powers, which, in turn, affects the notion of a biblical tradition:

For the world-view of the Scripture is mythological and is therefore unacceptable to modern man whose thinking has been shaped by science and is therefore no longer mythological. Modern man always makes use of technical means which are the result of science. In case of illness modern man has recourse to physicians, to medical science. In case of economic and political affairs, he makes use of the results of psychological, social, economic and political sciences, and so on. Nobody reckons with direct intervention by transcendent powers. 33

In response to the challenge and danger of attributing the death of God to a Nietzschean dialectic of disenchantment, Bultmann opposes his programme of demythologization in order to preserve the notion of faith from being discredited. The acceptance of Nietzsche’s critique of rationalization is detached from a necessary relationship with the destruction of faith through a genealogical or historical-critical method. The mythological is rather to be rendered plausible in both purpose and content. In this regard, Bultmann proceeds through the theoretical distinction between a mythological self-understanding and the real intention of myth:

In a naive way mythological thought objectifies the transcendent and makes it iner-xlify distinguishable, and it does so, contrary to its own intention, by imagining the transcendent as something that is spatially remote and endowed with a power that is quantitatively greater than human power. In contrast to this, demythologization wants to establish the validity of the real intention of myth, namely to speak about the true nature of the human being. 34

For Bultmann, the real point of myth is not to give an objective world picture; what is expressed in it, rather, is how we human beings understand ourselves in our world. Thus, myth does not want to be interpreted in cosmological terms but in anthropological terms — or, better, in existentialist terms. 35

Bultmann’s presentation of this existential-anthropological interpretation of myth indicates an affinity between this interpretative position and that of Martin Heidegger. But despite this evident influence of Heidegger’s philosophy on Bultmann’s interpretative approach to myth, the critical potential contained in this approach is the necessary prerequisite to undertake an Enlightenment-inspired demystification in Nietzsche’s spirit with the intention of opening the path to understanding that myth is “a viewpoint, indeed a knowledge, of the nature of human existence [...], which may not be the only possible understanding of human existence [...], but which is a possibility which ought never to lose its claim to be considered. 36 With these words, Bultmann emphasizes that “the myth is merely the medium by means of which something is expressed that transcends the myth and which is also important for us today.” 37

The enduring relevant content that is transported by myth is primarily ethical and, as such, lies beyond the realm of the effect of the Enlightenment’s disenchantment. Mythological conceptions of heaven and hell are no longer acceptable for modern men [...], but the idea of the transcendence of God and of evil is still significant. 38 In this sense, Nietzsche had already articulated the “[j]ourney against those who believe Christianity has been overcome by the modern natural sciences. Christian value judgments have not by any means been overcome this way, “Christ on the cross” is the most sublime symbol — even today.” 39

It was Trolstch’s intention that the ethical potential contained in myth should contribute to a self-confident, demythologized Christian religion and, thus, lead to a reduction of the crisis of culture that had been diagnosed by Nietzsche and Webers. The process of demythologizing is the guarantee that the otherwise incalculable lack of credibility of the traditional contents of faith in the modern world can be avoided, without the necessity to save and secure the ethical potential of
myth through its doctrinal reformulation. Indeed, Bultmann emphasizes that he "only draws the consequences inherent in Lutheranism, which of necessity, and despite all principle, had to culminate in "liberalism." This statement brings the course of our theoretical and historical reconstruc-
tion to a clear conclusion. For we have seen that in the movement of thought from Nietzsche through Weber to Trotzsch and Bultmann, it was not only the nature of the disenchantment of the concept of the world that they analyzed and reflected upon in a critique of culture, but that they also elaborated on specific demands of disenchantment from which they articulated concrete positions and formulated their own demands—in part with regard to cultural facts and in part with regard to their own scholarly disciplines. And even if it is admittedly more difficult to place Nietzsche in the portrait gallery of the relatives of political liberalism than it is to place Weber, Trotzsch, and Bultmann, nevertheless it is true that all four of these theoreticians of rationalization chose freedom as the central organizing category for their theoretical studies of history and society—and this choice should continue to serve as the guiding orientation for further reflection on the demands of disenchantment.

The path of thought traced through the work of Weber, Trotzsch and Bultmann, following the guiding impetus of Nietzsche, entails that concept formation, determined by the demands of disenchantment, involves the attempt, beyond Weber, to recastulate the relationship between religion and the juridico-political. The question of the juridico-political emerges, from the 1920s, in regard to the relationship between religion as an essentially private matter, and the State. Preserving and consolidating this experience through a specific methodology of historical interpretation seeks to maintain the centrality and autonomy of this experience within and against a State that is accorded the capacity both to formulate positive law and to exclusively determine all domains of social life. Here, in turn, the organizing juridico-political categories of public/private, law-ethics-morality, re-emerge in relation to the consideration of religious experience, as an ethics, within the horizon of disenchantment.

Notes

* I am indebted to Peter Langford for many brilliant suggestions, and I am grateful to William Petropulos, Yannick Basset, Martina Bauer, Matthias Hentsch, Nicolas Lipper, Tobias Müller and Atzir Sévelé for their careful work on the translations, quotations, and arguments.


